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Investor Letter 
          

4 March 2020 
 
To our partners in the Milkwood Fund, 
 
Cumulative net (A) returns in USD since inception. MSCI includes dividends. 
 
To 31 December 2019:     Milkwood  MSCI  

Fund  World 
Trailing       %  % 
One year       6.9  27.3 
Two years       -9.6  14.6 
Three years       42.2  -3.1 
Five years       49.7  30.4 
Six years       35.5  55.9 
 
Compound annualised returns since launch (1/1/2014) 
Gross (estd.)       5.7  7.7 
Net (A)        5.2  7.7 
 
Net Annual Performance in USD after fees (Class A): Milkwood  MSCI 

Fund  World 
%  %  

2019  6.9  27.3 
2018        -15.1  -9.5 
2017        7.1  24.0 
2016        31.0  8.8 
2015        2.8  1.1 
2014        3.4  2.3   
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Greetings from Valueville, 
 
In this letter we include our thoughts on: 
 

1. The “Corona Correction” 
2. When will Value Investing return 
3. Update on our portfolio. 

The Corona Correction 
 
Since the start of the year, our portfolio has fallen c. 28%.  Most of this decline was in 
Aviation (Menzies and IAG) and Financials (UK Banks).  It was offset by hedges – 
made up mostly of US indexes) which added around 6% to our performance.  
Valueville is not without volatility. 
 
So, how are we thinking about this “Corona Correction”?   
 
Context matters.  
 
Let’s go back to 1918. 
   
Back then, World War 1 was winding down.  Interestingly, news censorship was still 
in place for most countries still involved in World War 1. It was left to Spain, a neutral 
country, to report that many people were becoming ill and dying. Due to the 
reporting of this flu coming out of Spain, the name Spanish Flu stuck. Today, under 
the same naming convention, Corona Virus might be called Twitter Flu. 
 
In reality, the Spanish Flu pandemic began in March 1918 in Kansas (USA).  From 
there it spread to France by U.S. soldiers. After a rapid increase in Spanish Flu deaths, 
by July 1918 it seemed that the worst was over. Little did doctors know that the 
pandemic was only gathering speed. 
 
When World War I ended, the Spanish Flu started accelerating.   
 
In the book The Great Influenza, John M. Barry quotes a written record of the 
situation:  

“In Rio de Janeiro, a man asked medical student Ciro Viera Da Cunha, who 

was waiting for a streetcar, for information in a perfectly normal voice, then 
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fell down, dead; in Cape Town, South Africa, Charles Lewis boarded a 

streetcar for a three-mile trip home when the conductor collapsed, dead. In 

the next three miles six people aboard the streetcar died, including the driver. 

All died of the flu. 

Then, there was the fear—fear of the unknown. Public health measures were 

imposed: ports were quarantined; movie theaters, churches, and other public 

meeting places were closed. In San Francisco, for example, officials ordered 

the whole population to wear gauze masks. Anyone caught in public without 

a mask faced a fine or jail. But nothing seemed to work. Such measures were 

simply a case of too little, too late. 

There was also fear because the flu struck indiscriminately. (Unlike the 

Corona Virus), the 1919 pandemic did not primarily afflict the elderly; it struck 

healthy young people and killed them. The majority of those who died of the 

Spanish flu were between 20 and 40 years of age.” 

Spanish flu was also a worldwide epidemic.  For example, Spanish Flu was 

introduced into Samoa by ship on November 7, 1918, and within two months about 

20 percent of the population of 38 000 died. Every major country of the world was 

dramatically affected. 

In a relatively short time, the flu had killed more people than any other pandemic of 

its kind. Estimates of deaths vary between 21 million to 50 million deaths or perhaps 

as many as 100 million!  

Spanish flu killed more Americans in a year than died in battle in both world wars 

combined. Author Gina Kolata explains:  

“If such a plague came today, killing a similar fraction of the U.S. population, 

1.5 million Americans would die, which is more than the number felled in a 

single year by heart disease, cancers, strokes, chronic pulmonary disease, 

AIDS, and Alzheimer’s disease combined.” 
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Why am I telling you all of this?   

How would you have expected the stock market to react to this situation, given that 

we have seen a 12% fall in February 2020 thanks to the Corona Virus?  Surely you 

would think such a catastrophe like the Spanish Flu would result in a massive stock 

market collapse? 

In an interesting Barrons article in 2009 on the impact from Flu Pandemics, it said the 

following: 

“One might conclude that the stock market would have suffered mightily 

during this (Spanish Flu) pandemic. But you would be wrong: The stock 

market actually went up. 

Of course, measuring the extent of that rise is not an exact science, since it's 

impossible to pinpoint a precise day on which the epidemic began. But the 

vast majority of the deaths from the pandemic occurred between September 

1918 and April 1919. Over this seven-month period, the Dow Jones Industrial 

Average rose by 12.1%. 

A fluke? You be the judge. 

Though there have been a handful of pandemic scares in the U.S., such as the 

recent one involving the swine flu, there have been just two other pandemics 

in the U.S. over the last century in which there was a significant loss of life: 

The so-called Asian flu in 1957-1958 (in which an estimated 69,800 people in 

the U.S. died), and the so-called Hong-Kong flu in 1968-1969 (in which an 

estimated 33,800 people in the U.S. died). In the first of these two pandemics, 

the Dow declined by 7.8%, and in the second, it rose by 4.4%.” Link 

The point of all of this is that context matters.  In 1918, the overriding reason for the 

stock market performance was WW1 ending, not the Spanish Flu.   

Similarly, today’s “Corona Correction” is best viewed in context.  US stocks – 

particularly the “growth and momentum” variety – are very expensive.   
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Driving this has been indiscriminate buyers, made up of: 

• Directors authorising share buybacks no matter the price, (mostly to support 

their stock options), and 

• Passive investors, blindly buying into companies because their share prices 

are rising (aka momentum). 

A correction from these levels was inevitable.   

Add to this what the Spectator Magazine calls “the growing appetite for doom”, in an 

article too good not to quote: 

There is something more to the Covid-19 panic. It is the latest phenomenon to 

fulfil a weird and growing appetite for doom among the populations of 

developed countries. We are living in the healthiest, most peaceful time in 

history, yet we cannot seem to accept it. We constantly have to invent 

bogeymen, from climate alarmism, nuclear war and financial collapse to 

deadly diseases. Covid-19 has achieved such traction because it has emerged 

at just the right time. At the end of January, Brexit had just been completed 

without incident. The standoff between the US and Iran — which 

preposterously led the ‘Doomsday Clock’ to be advanced closer to midnight 

than during the Cuban missile crisis — fizzled into nothing. The Australian 

bush fires, which caused an explosion in climate doom-mongering (even 

though the global incidence of wildfires has fallen over the past two decades) 

had largely gone out. What more was there to worry about? 

Then along came a novel strain of disease and the cycle of panic began 

again. Very soon we are going to have to find another thing to agonise about. 

Asteroids? The next ‘freak’ weather incident, now the storms have died down? 

Who knows, but we will certainly find something. Link 

It is this final point that influences the right way to think about our investing and our 
portfolio, (finally he is discussing the fund, you may rightly sigh).  Share prices 
movements are not important.  The earnings power of businesses is. 
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2019 Performance 
 
2019 might be a distant memory, but if there is one take away from our performance, 
it is to avoid worrying about monthly returns.  They don’t matter.  While the start of 
2020 has been terrible, it really doesn’t matter.  Cheaper stocks provide great 
opportunities for us, which we are grabbing with both hands.   
 
The only reason we provide monthly performance is in case of investors wanting to 
transact – either to add to their holdings or redeem.  As virtually all our investors 
think long term1, the valuations and potential upside of our investments should be 
more of interest than share prices.  Over a year, an average share price will move in 
aggregate over 240% (measured daily), but the value of a steady state business 
might change -30% to +30%.  The difference between the two is noise.  It is best to 
ignore it. We have no power to influence it, and pay no attention to it. 
 
That said, in some cases we can help unlock value by influencing the decisions 
companies make.  For example, we want to make sure that the decisions made by 
the CEOs are right, to us at least.  We reason that if capital is allocated correctly in 
the most obvious of circumstances, the gap between price and intrinsic value might 
close quicker than if we were not involved.   
 
One example of this is our investment in Argent, the unloved (aren’t all South African 
stocks unloved?) industrial conglomerate.  Using the word “conglomerate” might be 
stretching things a bit.  It’s more like a bunch of small businesses which are involved 
in manufacturing and steel – hardly your SAAS compounder.  Nevertheless, the 
attraction is assets which can be turned from steel into money at a rate far higher 
than the market value suggests.  And with that cash, we believe that this can be 
turned into more value by buying shares back from investors who have a different 
view (or no view) on the company.  Remember, we said it was unloved. 
 
So far, so good.  5 companies have been disposed of.  We stopped the company 
paying dividends.  Argent made two investments in the UK with the proceeds of the 
asset sales in South Africa and the rest of the money (previously rusting steel) has 
been used to buy back shares.  The share count has reduced from 91m down to 
about 66m today which we think has created about an additional 1/3 of value for the 
group2.   

																																																								
1 The recently released “Margin of Trust” by Lawrence Cunningham and Stephanie Cuba includes a discussion on this 
topic with reference to Berkshire Hathaway’s long-term shareholders from page 11. 
2 Our calculation: the difference between the share price and our estimate of fair value is c. ZAR6.50-ZAR8.00, based 
on a share price of ZAR6.00.  Using the more conservative number of ZAR6.50 x 25m shares bought back = 
ZAR162.5m of additional value.   
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We look forward to the next steps for Argent, which is likely to involve the 
continuation of investment into small UK companies.  The existing UK investments 
already account for over 60% of group earnings.   
 
I have started with Argent as it is the only material investment we have outside of the 
UK.  And, even then, most of the value of Argent is in the UK anyway.  Our investment 
case for investing in the UK has been well tested since Brexit became a “thing”. 
 
The Relative Attraction of the UK 
 
In December 2019, the prophetic words of Margaret Thatcher came true: “Never 
doubt the British people to make the right decision”.  The vote in December 2019 was 
more a rejection of Corbynism than a vote in favour of either political party – the 
Conservatives did masterfully to exploit this opportunity, thanks to their advisor, Mr 
Cummings.   
 
For investors, this means that domestic UK equities have a clear runway, off a low 
base, with a capitalistic and fiscally supportive government in place for the next 5 
years. No other country in the developed world has this.  However, finding domestic 
UK exposure is not all that easy.  Many companies have diversified out of the UK, 
thanks to the imperialistic nature of UK managers or, less charitably, to find growth in 
less stagnant waters.   
 
Thus, if your choices are investing in: the US at crazy valuations;  a stagnant Europe, 
with negative interest rates and a fast declining population;  Australia with exposure 
to the end of the commodities boom in China and excessive debt, then the UK looks 
extremely attractive – Corona or no Corona.   
 
The rest of the world might have pockets of very cheap stocks, such as South Africa, 
but there can be little assurance of recovery.  The UK on the other hand, has 
unjustifiably been beaten down for uncertainty, rather than real risk.  The sell-off post 
the positive outcome of the election - thanks to the hype over the Corona Virus and 
Brexit negotiations - does provide another bite at the cherry. 
   
One of the key reasons why UK stocks underperform is that they sit firmly in the 
value-basket.  And value is entirely out of favour.  This is because the stocks that sit 
in the value basket are banks, transport (airlines) and oil-exposed companies.  Well, 
at least we don’t own oil companies.   
 
Which brings us to another story which might explain human thinking and behaviour.  
 

“The boss was a very old man, near death. Though his mind still ticked over a 
lifetime of executive decisions, it was trapped in a decaying body. All of his 
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senses were shutting down. He could see only dimly, and his cigar, a 
trademark for most of his life, hung unlit from a slack mouth. His hearing, too, 
had nearly failed, and he seldom spoke in more than a monosyllable. Robert 
Woodruff was ninety-five years old, four years younger than the soft drink he 
had made the world’s most well-known, cherished product.  
 
For more than sixty years, Woodruff had steered the fortunes of Coca-Cola. 
Even in these last few years, as he and the drink approached the century 
mark, his approval had been sought for every major decision in the Company.  
A younger man in a pinstripe suit approached the old man’s bed. He had 
come alone to speak with the Boss, asking the attendants to leave the room. 
He sought the old man’s blessing, looked for his benediction on the most 
revolutionary decision ever to be made at Coca-Cola.  
 
Chemical engineer Roberto Goizueta, the Cuban native who had become the 
first foreign-born CEO of The Coca-Cola Company, planned to change the 
formula of the drink just a year short of its hundredth anniversary. Though the 
man in the pinstripes knew that tampering with the world’s most closely 
guarded secret formula was risky, he had sound business reasons for doing 
so.  
Now, he slowly and systematically laid them out for the Boss, practically 
shouting to make sure that he was heard. Motionless, Woodruff listened.  
 
The story the younger man told was full of statistics, percentage points, 
market share analysis, and talk of blind taste tests. But the essential point was 
simple, and Goizueta repeated it loud and clear: most soft drink consumers 
preferred the taste of Pepsi to that of Coke. It was a slim margin, but it was 
there. And no matter how much Coke outspent Pepsi on ads, no matter how 
great their distribution system, Pepsi’s market share kept creeping higher. The 
competition already sold more in the supermarkets, and it was advancing on 
Coke’s superior fountain and vending sales.  
 
The time had come to modify the taste of Coca-Cola.  
The drink had been good in its time, but times change, tastes change, 
industries change, and nothing in the business world is sacred.  
The chemists at Coke had devised a new formula that consistently trounced 
Pepsi—as well as Coke—in blind taste tests. Goizueta emphasized that the 
time was ripe, in fact overdue, for a New Coke. It simply had to be. Finally, the 
younger man fell silent, intent on the old man’s reaction. The cigar hung 
unmoved. The eyes glistened. Outside the window, a slight rain fell on the first 
day of the new year. 
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Woodruff’s eyes slowly brimmed; the cigar trembled. In the silence, a 
grandfather clock ticked off fat, slow seconds. Finally, the Boss sighed. “Do it,” 
he rasped, and his eyes overflowed. Goizueta smiled. Woodruff had always 
liked him, had picked him as a successor. The two men used to lunch 
together; they had a special understanding, a bond. It was important that the 
Boss give his approval. People said the old man hated change, but Goizueta 
knew he just needed things explained in their simplest terms. This was just 
like Diet Coke, and look at how well that had done. Goizueta thanked the 
Boss, said he would be back to see him soon, and left.  
 
Roberto was convincing, not so much by his facts and figures, but by his 
earnestness. He must be right, but that didn’t mean that the Boss had to live 
to see his sacred formula revised. The old man stopped eating. Two months 
later, a month before New Coke was made public, Robert Woodruff died.  
 
He never knew the uproar that the flavor change was to create. It is not 
beyond imagination, however, that somewhere in his steadily ticking brain, he 
guessed. For three months, the stubborn management at Coca-Cola was 
besieged daily by thousands of phone calls and hundreds of pounds of 
letters, all begging for the old drink back. The press was full of outraged 
reports. While Goizueta waited for the uproar to subside, it only intensified. It 
became clear that the Cuban and his management team, his marketing 
surveys, and his advertising men had miscalculated. Taste wasn’t the issue. It 
didn’t matter whether New Coke went down more smoothly. The letters, 
oddly reminiscent of those sent to the company by GIs during World War II, 
clearly spelled out the real issue. Coca-Cola was an old friend, a piece of 
everyday life, a talisman of America, a kind of icon. But unlike the wartime 
letters, which expressed heartfelt gratitude, these contained feelings of 
betrayal: “Changing Coke is like God making the grass purple.” “I don’t think I 
would be more upset if you were to burn the flag on our front yard.”  
 
Roberto Goizueta and his cohorts were taught a quick, incisive business 
lesson, and they finally capitulated, bringing back the old Coke to a grateful 
world. The issue was not taste. The issue was not marketing surveys or focus 
groups. The issue was God. The issue was Country. The issue was Coca-Cola. 
 

The point of quoting the fantastic opening parable from the book, “For God, Country 
and Coca-Cola” is not to tell you that we have invested in KO.  Rather, it’s a lesson 
which aligns to the choice between value and “growth and momentum” investing.  
Like the old Coke recipe, value investing – buying something below the future value 
of cash it generates – has stood the test of time, outperforming “growth and 
momentum” strategies since reliable indexes have been around.  At times though, 
just as Goizueta wanted to try something new to help Coke’s performance, investors 
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may want to escape the temporary (albeit for years at a time) underperformance of 
value, and try “growth and momentum” investing.   
 
Beware.  The outcome will be no different to that of “new Coke”.   
 
The reason value outperforms is that it makes so much sense.  It makes sense that 
by taking the established cash flows a company generates, and making conservative 
predictions, a comparison can be made to the price it trades at relative to the market, 
and a decision can be made to make an investment or not.  Compare that with the 
mental gymnastics an investor needs to perform when thinking about growth 
investing. How fast will it grow? When will cash flows be generated?  How will 
management react if they ever have excess cash to return to shareholders?  What 
will the terminal value be of this investment? Because of the massive range of values 
for growth companies, notice that the term growth investing is often mentioned 
alongside its fickle brother – momentum.  Growth alone seldom provides great 
returns. “Growth and momentum”, do have their moments (such as now).   
 
Similar to “new Coke”, things can change very quickly.   
 

 
 
Let’s go back to 2000 – also a leap year – to a time when “growth and momentum” 
investing was at a peak.  In March 2000, researchers (Fama and French) calculated 
that US Growth outperformed US Value over 1 year, 5 years, 10 years, and 15 years.  
“Time to move to new Coke”, you might have been tempted to think. 
But a year later (right hand side of the graph) the picture reverses.  In just one year, 
“value” outperforms “growth” over 1, 5, 10 and 15 years.  Why does it change so 
quickly?  Because growth only performs with momentum, and once momentum 
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ends, the reversal is very sharp.  New Coke only survived a year, before they realised 
the error.   
 
Well-known fund manager Crispin Odey recently wrote the following which adds an 
important point: “The end of bull markets are painful.  Everyone gets drawn in by the 
easy gains, and the last stage is especially painful for the bears because the money 
that goes into the bubble stocks comes from the bear market stocks – the value 
shares.”  It is this final move that makes the value fund manager (Milkwood) look 
even more silly than usual.   
In the Fama/French graph above, we showed their calculation of value vs growth 
performance, based on US equities.  Today a far greater disparity in performance is 
happening.  The performance of US “growth and momentum” (great) vs the rest of 
the world (terrible), particularly the UK (more terrible). 

 
Starting in 2009, US equities outperformed the rest of the world, thanks to buybacks, 
the rise of passive investing, strong economics, and, importantly, a higher reliance on 
technology.  The US is a provider of technology for the rest of the world; the rest of 
the world is a consumer of US technology.  All this has led to “growth and 
momentum” stocks in the US to outperform more traditional value stocks, as is the 
case in the UK.   
 
The mass capitulation from value to “growth and momentum” investing is well-
illustrated by the following two real-time examples.   
 
First, we received an email from the (8-year) organisers of the London Value 
Investors Conference, with a new invite, to the Quality Growth Investor Conference. 
It’s a bit like Charles Darwin teaching the Genesis account.   
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If that isn’t enough, the Australian Business Review reports the following: 

“Investment house Perpetual has capitulated to the pressures of a low-
interest rate environment, as it explores a move into growth and momentum 
investing as part of its expansion plans under chief executive Rob Adams. 

Speaking to The Australian on Thursday after handing down the group’s half-
year result, Mr Adams said he no longer wanted the veteran investment shop 
to be restricted to a value-only approach.” 

We wonder how their “Pure Value Alpha Share Fund” fund manager feels about this?  
The fund is down over 10 years.  For a moment, put yourself in the fund manager’s 
position.  They have underperformed, despite perhaps working harder and taking 
more mental strain than “growth and momentum” fund managers (and definitely less 
strain than computers executing many of these momentum strategies).  Their boss is 
actively backing a change in strategy of the 130 year old business.  How would you 
react?  

You capitulate.  You buy what everyone else owns.  And that is exactly what has 
happened, broadly across equities.   
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The extremes of the investment style of “growth and momentum” being in favour, 
and value, out of favour, are clear.   
 
What causes this to change?  It will most likely be disappointing future growth rates.  
Since 2009, big tech companies in the US have grown at 24% annually.  How?   
Most of the largest tech companies have not made their money by pursuing their 
original businesses.  For example, would Amazon be worth buying for its retail 
business?  Or, is Facebook worth owning for Facebook?  Or, is Microsoft worth 
owning for Windows and Office?  The point is that through acquisition and 
investment they have augmented the perception of growth.  The problem with that 
model is that it constantly requires further successful acquisition to succeed…off an 
increasingly large base.   
 
Disappointment lurks.   
 
With too much money in the world, and value stocks being so oversold, a little bit of 
good news will ignite a big re-rating.  As we have seen through every cycle, Wall 
Street cannot help itself but end up buying what goes up.  And so will start the next 
cycle. 
 
The most recent violent correction in global markets has done nothing to change the 
status quo.  Cheap, “value” stocks have been hit harder compared to the overvalued 
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growth stocks, by about 7%.  Potentially, this is because of value being less liquid, 
and being disproportionately hurt by this sell off.   
 
Milkwood Portfolio 
 
Below we disclose our largest investments.   
 

Milkwood Portfolio 
 
John Menzies PLC 
Barclays PLC 
IAG (British Airways and others) 
RBS and Lloyds 
Argent 
Vodafone 
Countrywide 
Hostelworld 
Allied Minds 

 
John Menzies PLC 
 
The private market value of John Menzies is over 100% higher than the current share 
price.  Of course, this leads to the question – if that is the case, why haven’t we seen 
evidence of this yet?   
 
Like most M&A situations, once announcements are made public, it is easy to look 
back and rue missing these opportunities.  Looking through UK listed companies, 
Menzies stands out as an ideal M&A target.     
 
The M&A situation around the aviation services sector is driven by selling 
shareholders of the largest players – interest in acquiring them is not in doubt.  The 
largest 4 aviation services players are Swissport (owned by HNA), Menzies (listed 
with public shareholders), WFS (owned by Cerberus) and Dnata (owned by Emirates).   
 
It will make the most sense for there to be consolidation amongst these players first, 
which have a combined 30% market share.  With HNA needing to refinance its 
Swissport debt, we think that there is likely to be consolidation in the short term.  
Various private equity firms, and Kuhn and Nagel are all possible candidates to 
participate. So, let’s leave the corporate action angle.    
 
A well-known quote from Jeff Bezos goes as follows: 
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“I very frequently get the question: 'What's going to change in the next 10 
years?' And that is a very interesting question; it's a very common one. I 
almost never get the question: 'What's not going to change in the next 10 
years?' And I submit to you that that second question is actually the more 
important of the two -- because you can build a business strategy around the 
things that are stable in time. ...” 
 

Long-term passenger and overall aviation services growth is close to a certainty.  
Yes, ways will need to be found to be more environmentally conscious, but the long-
term desire for more air travel is one of the things that will continue to grow, just as it 
has for the past 100 years.  That rate of growth is likely to be between 4-6% to 2030.  
But in the short-term, growth rates are impacted by trade wars, outbreaks of 
pestilences, and economic cycles - nothing which we are overly concerned about. 
Why?  This is because in the next 10 years, this is unlikely to even register as more 
than a blip on the chart. 
On a recent interview, Warren Buffett put it like this: 
 

Well, I-- as I say-- you know, the-- certain businesses depend on weather to 
quite an extent. In retail, for example, in given months-- but the big trends you 
see are going on, I mean, in terms of movement-- to online commerce. And, I 
mean, the big stuff-- keeps moving. But we’ve got a big investment in airline 
business and I just heard they’re-- even more flights are cancelled and all 
that. But flights are cancelled for weather. It so happens in this case they’re 
gonna be cancelled for longer because of-- Coronavirus. But if you own 
airlines for ten or 20 years you’re gonna have some-- ups and down in current 
business. And some of them will be weather related and some-- there can be 
all kinds of things. The real question is you know, how many passengers are 
they gonna be carrying ten years from now and 15 years from now and what 
will margins be and-- what will the competitive position be?  
 

However, share prices are more influenced by short-term issues than long term, 
when fear is high and confidence is low.  And it’s this point which makes us patient in 
extracting the best value for any possible corporate action.   
The short-term nature of equity markets has resulted in Menzies falling about 40% 
ytd. This is thanks to the recent CoronaVirus outbreak causing damage to 
international flights.  Menzies share price has suffered disproportionately as we show 
below.   
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The Coronavirus will have an impact on Menzies’ profitability, as it will on most 
companies.  Menzies doesn’t suffer from lower passenger numbers – at first.  For 
example, if a plane has 1 passenger or 300 passengers, the cost to turn the plane 
around (revenue for Menzies) is unchanged.  The first hit is taken by the airline (lower 
passenger numbers).  However, lower passenger numbers at extreme times leads to 
a cut in flights as it becomes uneconomical for the airline to run the flight.  Fewer 
flights hits Menzies’ business.   
 
Menzies’ exposure to China is mostly via its business in Macau (which has seen 
passenger volume fall 70%-80%), and cargo volumes carried for Cathay Pacific.  All 
told, if this continued for a year, profits would likely be less than 10% below 
expectations.  In addition, we would strongly advise Menzies to halt its dividend.  
There are far more attractive uses for this capital – repaying debt is one use (net debt 
/ EBITDA is 2.5x) but if worldwide travel gets roiled further, there could be incredible 
opportunities for share buybacks and opportunistic acquisitions. 
 
We don’t expect this to impact on the long-term investment thesis, or the attraction 
of private market value vs. the current public market value.  Menzies is currently on 
4.4x EBITDA and 10x earnings.  Private market value is far above 2x these valuation 
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multiples, we believe. While frustrating for a while, we feel the reward will more than 
compensate.   
 
UK Banks 
 
UK Banks have been terrible performers, falling 30% YTD.  4Q19 results across the 
group held up better than expected, given the news headlines from Armageddon 
Brexit.  However, the fact remains that with interest rates low and the yield curve 
unhelpful, banks have to work their equity relentlessly to generate the returns that 
investors appear to be asking for.  For example, Barclays assets to equity is 17x, vs its 
closest US comparable, Citigroup at 11x. Both result in a return on equity of 10%. The 
risk is that low interest rates compel banks to pursue increasing risk to achieve 
returns on equity acceptable to the market.  Warren Buffett put it this way when 
discussing insurance companies, recently – the principle is important for banks too: 
 

Becky: Are insurance companies being forced to make riskier and riskier bets? 
Warren Buffett: Well, they shouldn’t. I mean, the answer – if you need to get 
3% and you’re only getting 1%, the answer is to quit giving 3%. It’s not to try and 
get the 1 up to 3 and do more dangerous things. You should always adapt 
your consumption to your income. You shouldn’t try and adjust your income 
to your consumption. That’s a basic principle for individuals, businesses and 
everything else. And reaching for yield is really stupid. But it’s very human. I 
mean, and I understand it. People say, “Well, I’ve saved all this money all my 
life and now I can only get 1%. What do I do?” The answer is you learn to live 
on 1% unfortunately. And you don’t go and listen to some salesman come 
along and tell you, “I’ve got some magic way to get you 5%.” 
 

Unlike, say, defined benefit pension funds, banks do not need to generate a required 
return. However, misunderstanding of markets around the required returns that 
banks can naturally generate with interest rates being as low as they are, puts 
pressure on management teams to over-promise and under-deliver.  For example, 
with interest rates at 0.5% in the UK, expecting sustainable returns for banks at 10% - 
20x current interest rates – is likely to result in risky behaviour.  Instead, investors 
need to realise that banks will generate very acceptable returns, relative to interest 
rates.  If interest rates rise, so will banks profitability.  Historically, UK banks dividend 
yields have been around the same level as UK gilts.  Today, Barclays, RBS and 
Lloyds yield above 6%, 12x higher than interest rates.  Can it be sustainable? 
Fortunately, banks have another leaver to pull – costs.  As we have said before, no 
one cries when a banker is fired.  Banks – especially Barclays – have enormous room 
to cut costs, with the ability to reduce costs through staff reduction, branch cuts and 
investment in technology.  In addition, the diversified business mix of Barclays – 
Credit Cards, UK Retail and investment banking – make it relatively defensive.   
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Conclusion: Running a concentrated value-oriented portfolio will always attract 
volatility.  In this letter, we have tried to illustrate the folly of human behaviour, as 
much as the performance of the main investments.    
 
The letter is likely already too long, so if you would like any further discussion on our 
investments, please give me a call.  We love talking about our investments.   
 
The key point however, is that in good times and in bad, it’s not the share prices that 
matter, but the earnings power of the business we own.  That leaves us confident 
that performance will follow, as the investment world realises the opportunities 
available in sparsely-populated Valueville. 
 
Cordially,  
 
Rhys 
 
Our most recent books read are below, with a highly subjective rating out of 
10: 
 
Airhead – Emily Maitlis (6/10) 
Inside Coca-Cola by Neville Isdell and David Beasley (6/10), and 
For God, Country and Coca-Cola (9/10) 
Dignity by Chris Arnade (7/10) 
The Great Influenza 
Narrative Economics by Robert Shiller (10/10) 
Uncanny Valley by Anna Wiener (6/10) 
The Myth of Capitalism by Jonathan Tepper (6/10) 
McIlhenny’s Gold by Jeffrey Rothfeder (5/10) 
Visionary by Michael Knighton and Phillip Vine (8/10) 
Margin of Trust by Lawrence Cunningham and Stephanie Cuba (3/10) 
Into the Bear Pit by Craig Whyte (9/10) 
Railroader – Howard Green and Hunter Harrison (9/10) 
A Day like Today – John Humphries (7/10) 
That Will Never Work by Marc Randolph (10/10) 
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__ 
 
This letter is issued by Milkwood Capital Ltd, advisor to The Milkwood Fund (the “Fund”). The Fund is an unregulated 
collective investment scheme (“UCIS”) and the promotion of the Fund either within the UK or from the UK is severely 
restricted by statute. Consequently, access to this letter is only made available to professional clients and eligible 
counterparties as defined by the Financial Conduct Authority. Shares in the Fund should only be purchased by persons 
with professional experience of participating in unregulated schemes and any other person should not act upon the 
content of this website. This letter and the information contained herein does not constitute an offer or a solicitation, 
or a recommendation to purchase or sell any investment instruments, to effect any transactions, or to conclude any 
legal act of any kind whatsoever. The information contained in this letter is issued for information only and is not 
intended to constitute financial, legal, tax, investment or other professional advice and should not be relied upon as 
such. Applications to invest in the Fund can only be made based on the information contained within the Funds offering 
memorandum and prospective investors should consult with their own professional advisors and read the offering 
memorandum in its entirety prior to making a decision to invest. The investments described herein are not publicly 
distributed. The content of this letter is confidential and for the use of only those persons to whom it is lawfully 
transmitted. Information herein may not be reproduced nor passed to non-qualifying persons or to a non-professional 
audience. If you are in any doubt about your status, please seek advice from your own professional advisers.  
 
 
 
 

M i l k w o o d  C a p i t a l  i s  a u t h o r i s e d  a n d  r e g u l a t e d  b y  t h e  F i n a n c i a l  C o n d u c t  A u t h o r i t y  F R N  
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